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Drawing on a recent 
NERI research paper
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www.NERInstitute.net

1. Introduction
•  attention on corporate tax systems over recent 

years

• Within firms:
o focus on new ways to reduce, even eliminate, tax liabilities

• Within society broadly:
o contrast between profitable firms reducing/avoiding 

making contributions while all others pay more

o “became problematic; and both unacceptable and 
unsustainable in a number of countries”

• Tax Justice!
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2. The International Corp. Tax System

• Note, there is not really a system, rather a set of 
separate and competing rules across countries…

• Origins in the 1920s but now dated

• Numerous routes to both minimise and shift profits

• Including:

• Debt financing with deductions for interest costs

• Intellectual property ownership, licences and 
royalties

• Transfer pricing

• Contract Manufacturing

• Tax reliefs + special arrangements (knowledge box)
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All further fuelled by:

• Competition between governments for investment
o “driving rates down and reliefs up”                               

(Michael Devereux, IIPF TCD 23/8/15) 

• Competition between competing firms for share 
prices, growth and returns
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3. Broken: the evidence
• Lots of studies and assessments

o although good data is challenging…Ireland…

• Here, looking at recent US study
o very informative

o IRS data

o Congressional Research Service Report

o Mirrors work of US Citizen for Tax Justice 
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Results:
• Cash-piles parked ‘indefinitely’ off shore

• Ugland House, George Town, Cayman Islands
o 5 floors

o Home of a law firm

o Registered office of more than 18,800 entities

o Census 2010: 54,878

o 0% corporate tax rate
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+

…

3. Needs Repair: Ireland’s Role
• Broad realisation that change is needed:

o tax losses from the recession

o public annoyance at low tax levels

o NGOs and impacts on developing countries

• Some observations:
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(i)An increase in the transparency of firm operations and
ownership.

(ii)Greater alignment of corporate taxes to economic activity
with an ultimate aim of aligning corporate taxes to the
location where those profits are directly generated via
sales.

(iii)Recognition that the current system is unsustainable and
that while it is benefiting many firms and some countries,
including Ireland, the costs to other countries and their
citizen are immense and unsustainable.

So:

• Ireland needs to take a more active role in EU and 
international tax reform (passive to date)

• BEPS + support the CCCTB agenda

• Recognise that the necessary future reforms to the 
international corporate tax system carry an inevitable 
negative impact for corporate tax revenues. 

• Although those reductions are some years away, it 
would be prudent to prepare for them.
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